CHALLENGING THE NOTION THAT THERE IS SUCH A THING AS A "TYPICAL" OR "NORMAL" CHILDHOOD, "HIDE AND SEEK" IS A PROVOCATIVE, OFTEN ENTERTAINING DOCUMENTARY ABOUT LESBIAN CHILDHOOD THAT WEAVES ARCHIVAL SCIENTIFIC FOOTAGE AND SEX-EDUCATION FILMS WITH REAL GROWING-UP STORIES. HELMER SU FRIEDRICH'S FILM BREAKS NEW GROUND THEMATICALLY, BUT ITS RATHER SHORT RUNNING TIME AND SPECIALIZED GOAL MAKE IT A LIKELY CANDIDATE FOR PBS AND OTHER VENUES FOR NONFICTION FARE, AFTER TRAVELING THE GAY AND LESBIAN FESTIVAL

Skillfully melding fictional and nonfictional sources, pic observes the emerging sexuality of Lou, a 12-year-old girl growing up in the 1960s, and her close-knit group of friends, as they experience societal gender roles and expectations. Particularly traumatic is the sudden realization that beyond a certain age it's not acceptable anymore to be a "tomboy," and that there is a distinction between being "girlfriends" and having "friends who are girls."

"HIDE AND SEEK" EXPLORES ITS SUBJECTS' SEXUAL AWARENESS, SPECIFICALLY THEIR EARLY FEELINGS OF DESIRE, AS THEY ARE RERESSED AND MOLDED BY SOCIETY'S MASS MEDIA, EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND THE FAMILY ACCORDING TO PERMISSIBLE AND DESIRABLE VALUES. IMPOSING THESE STRICT DEFINITIONS ALMOST FORCES ADOLESCENTS WHO ARE DIFFERENT TO LABEL THEMSELVES — AND BE LABELED BY OTHERS — AS DEVIANTS.

Drawing on numerous coming-of-age stories, Friedrich and co-scripter Cathy Nan Quinlan create an intriguing narrative about the conflicting, often contradictory, signals of preadolescence in American society. The film punctuates the fictional narrative with clips of the era's "scientific" and "educational" films, which advised viewers — and their parents — about the stages of "proper" development of childhood sexuality.

These scenes are interwoven with subjective memories and narratives from a host of lesbians, whose girlhood recollections and testimonies prove the era's scientific theories false, or at least superficial and distorted, when measured against the complexity of their individual lives and real experiences.

A highly personal and candid film, "HIDE AND SEEK" INEVITABLY ENCOURAGES VIEWERS OF VARIOUS SEXUAL ORIENTATIONS TO REFLECT UPON THE IDIOSYNCRASIES OF THEIR OWN CHILDHOOD AND COMING-OF-AGE.

— Emanuel Levy